
Introduction
New and emerging Technologies, Digital Transformation and 
the modernisation of computing platforms are at the forefront 
of company’s mind as they take an exciting look at how 
projects for artificial intelligence, machine learning, automation, 
cloud migration and even the use of drones can help them to 
achieve their core vision. 

However, against this backdrop, the mainframe remains 
industry’s premier data server for mission-critical workloads:

• 220 BILLION lines of mainframe application code are in 
use today, and 5 billion more are added every year. This 
represents multiple decades of investment in business rules 
and process logic.

• 80% of enterprise data and71% of all Fortune 500 
companies’ core businesses reside on a mainframe.

• 30 BILLION mainframe transactions occur every day
• The mainframe still powers 92 of the world’s top 100 banks 

and 23 of the top 25 global retailers.

So, for years, companies have been battling with the question 
of the mainframe, `should I stay or should I go?`.

As mainframe developers experienced with 
procedural languages retire at increasing rates, 
and the cost of maintaining the mainframe rises 
steadily, organisations are justifiably nervous 
about the future. These organisations need 
a strategy that embraces agile development 
and the cloud, yet balances with mainframe 
environments until a full modernisation of their 
systems can be completed.
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“An information 
system that may be 
based on outdated 
technologies, but 
is critical to day-
to-day operations. 
Replacing legacy 
applications and 
systems with 
systems based on 
new and different 
technologies is one 
of the information 
systems (IS) 
professional’s 
most significant 
challenges. 
As enterprises 
upgrade or change 
their technologies, 
they must ensure 
compatibility with 
old systems and 
data formats that 
are still in use.”



Every technology company has a viewpoint and many consulting 
and outsourcing companies have provided their perspective, but 
their views are often tainted by their future business models and 
not the business model that really matters – their customers. 
You cannot separate your mainframe-based systems from your 
business goals and outcomes, as any decision to modernise this 
platform is really a business decision.

NWT is here to help by helping to guide the business through a difficult decision process 
and investment. We will not be influenced in recommending the right path even if that means 
maintaining a mainframe environment for certain applications because of the risk of migration to 
the business or the cost effectiveness of the approach. It is important that the business impact 
of any Migration plan is understood especially around the costs, not just of the migration but the 
ongoing costs of the environments and the future impact on the business. 

What’s the business purpose for moving?
This simple question is the key to the mainframe decision. Every business is different with a 
different set of outcomes and drivers. The direction they choose should be based on what is the 
right solution for their business, as well as their customers, and not what the software, hardware 
or service provider tells them what other companies are doing. 

The main reasons for exploring the mainframe question are well documented but NWT’s customer 
experience tells us that there are  key considerations in the decision process:

Cost
High hardware and operating system costs are priced at a premium compared to x86 servers 
running Linux or Windows. This premium cost is significant and avoidable. High software 
maintenance costs are also a challenge as software development productivity is lower on 
mainframes, as many of today’s agile approaches have not been embraced by the mainframe 
developers. This means  that making software changes is more time consuming and therefore 
more expensive. 

As mainframe costs rise and the cost of alternatives drops, more companies consider migration, 
but that doesn’t lessen costs – just spreads them among mainframe users, meaning costs rise 
faster and causing users to find alternatives even more quickly.



Risks
The rapidly aging skill pool is the number one 
risk consistent to all businesses. Software 
developers with mainframe skills are retiring 
and can be difficult to replace from the next 
generation. This resourcing issue creates 
development and business continuity risks. 
The mainframe risk is the software, which 
often dates to the 1980s and sometimes 
there is little process documentation. While 
it has been modernized, such as gaining 
a web-based front end, the guts of the 
programs remain the same. Fewer skills use 
the outdated programming techniques, or 
know the computer languages, which makes 
it hard to change the software.

Security is also a risk. The mainframe itself 
has the highest server security rating in the 
industry, legacy systems are almost always 
less secure from cyber attacks, malware 
and hacking. Accenture’s 2018 report on the 
State of Cyber Resilience identified legacy 
infrastructure as having one of the biggest 
impacts on damaging cyber attacks, along 
with accidentally published information and 
lost or stolen media.

Agility
In an increasingly digital world, it’s often your 
software and systems that can make or break 
your businesses ability to adapt, grow and 
remain competitive. Areas such as customer 
behaviour and marketplace shifts impact the 
key business applications . Therefore, speed 
to deploy to stay ahead of the competition 
becomes more vital. Large organisations 
face new margin pressures as smaller but 
nimbler disruptors encroach on their market 
and as stricter compliance regulations 
are established to increase consumer 
protections. Putting software at the core 
of  business services is essential to staying 
competitive.

The mainframe is often the core system of 
record all other systems rely on. Legacy 
systems bind businesses to workflows that 
are probably no longer efficient in today’s 
digital economy and without investment, 
the mainframe may be the inhibitor to future 
growth. 

Modernising legacy IT system or 
software to new, digital and agile 
standards may seem time consuming, 
but imagine how much time your 
organization will save in the next five 
years through reduced deployment 
timelines and improved go to market 
opportunities.

Future (Innovation, Limited 
investment/modernisation)
Launching new services on the mainframe 
entails high levels of Software development 
effort and is typically dependent on third 
party software,. This elapsed time issue 
undermines responsiveness to business 
opportunities and competitor pressures. 
Many software vendors are no longer 
developing their software packages for 
mainframes and lack of access to best 
in class software packages  imposes 
functionality shortcomings.

Whilst IBM and other mainframe aligned 
providers will argue that they still introduce 
innovation into the mainframe platform is 
about keeping up with technology that exists 
on other platforms rather than the mainframe 
leading in the Digital age.

Legacy Modernisation 
Drivers 
These mainframe business considerations 
are often accompanied by the legacy 
modernization drivers, such as driving to 
the cloud and embracing big data, that 
compel business and IT managers to explore 
modernization strategies:

• Managing Explosive Data Consumption
• Eliminating Repetitive, Disconnected 

Systems and Improving Integration
• Gaining Agility and Cost Savings with 

Platform Migration
• Compliance and Regulatory Requirements
• Reducing Code Complexity
• Increasing Speed to Market / Agility to 

Adapt
• Leveraging Technology Developments
• Preparing for a Change in Technological 

Skills and Business Knowledge



Mainframe Migration Framework
NWT has a tried and trusted 4D Framework which we use with our Clients on multiple 
projects and its applicability is relevant to a successful Mainframe Migration 

Mainframe Migration Options
Before migrating a workload from the Mainframe, you first need to understand the strategies for 
retiring your mainframe including a discovery exercise to understand all aspects including the 
current System/Application, the underpinning infrastructure/middleware, the dependencies and 
define what the migrated workload will look like. Only then can you fully understand the most 
applicable migration option, the migration process to be followed and the project’s cost and 
delivery time.

Creating the Migration Assessment plan should be an iterative process. As we begin the process 
of migrating the applications, we will learn and improve, and the framework allows us to continue 
to improve throughout the engagement.

Mainframes are used for multiple tasks and the applications may be OLTP based, part of a 
batch update or even just part of a data input system. Through the Migration Assessment plan, 
we should know what systems and applications are currently running and their characteristics. 
Now we need to decide for each of these applications, which should be migrated, modernised, 
retired, replaced, or even maintained on the mainframe? As part of this, we also look at the risks 
associated with the migration, the project plan, return on investment and as well as the actual 
cost of the project of work. Again, the most important influence is the Business and therefore, 
placing the existing applications in their business context is essential to making informed 
decisions regarding the strategy to be pursued, prioritisation, and how the project will be 
successfully completed.

DISCOVER DEVELOP DELIVERDECIDE

With reference to sciences 
and academic disciplines, 
discovery is the observation 
of new phenomena, new 
actions, or new events and 
providing new reasoning to 
explain the knowledge 
gathered through such 
observations; with previously 
acquired knowledge from 
abstract thought and 
everyday experiences.

We need our teams not only 
to focus on the technology 
journey, but more over to 
focus on the Business 
outcomes of the program, 
when planning and 
responding to our clients. 
Most transition responses 
focus on the obvious 
technical tangible aspects 
and they fail to generate the 
sustained business 
improvement.

This requires the whole team 
to really understand the 
drivers of our customers 
business and the benefits 
required by the business 
strategy. It is this 
understanding that enables 
the relentless focus on 
aligning decisions with the 
business objectives and 
ensuring that every action 
contributes to the delivery of 
benefits to our customers.

Good Project managers do 
not sit back and monitor 
history; they actively go out 
and manage the future. All 
good leaders exude and 
create inertia and enthusiasm 
towards achieving their 
objectives – resources need 
to be energized and to be 
good leaders and own/enable 
quality solutions and delivery 
plans to be delivered.



So, what are the effective strategies for 
retiring your mainframes? Many organizations 
are likely to pursue a blend of strategies 
depending on the characteristics of each 
mainframe application in question:

Migrate
`Migrate` is a ‘lift and shift’ approach with 
redeployment of the application to a new 
hardware environment. The program’s 
source or binary code is moved to another 
platform with little or no change, although 
obviously the infrastructure configuration of 
the application will be changed. New Tools 
and Technologies can be added in the new 
environment to improve the application. In 
some cases, new technologies are available 
to help with migration, e.g. you can recompile 
the code to run in a mainframe emulator 
hosted in a cloud instance.

Regenerate
The strategy involves modification of existing 
code, which in turn provides support to the 
requisites of legacy modernization. In some 
cases, tooling is available to help reverse 
engineer well understood applications for 
the new platforms. Some organizations 
choose to completely rewrite programs using 
modern techniques. Given the added cost 
and complexity of this approach, it’s not as 
common as a lift and shift approach. Often 
after this type of migration, it makes sense 
to begin replacing modules and code using 
code transformation engines.

Replace
The existing application is discarded and 
entirely new one is written for the new 
platform. The new application supposedly 
incorporates at least the same functionality 
as the old, folding in any new technologies 
is part of the development process. This 
approach replaces mainframe functionality 
with equivalent features in the new platform. 
For example, Software as a service (SaaS) is 
one option, which is using a solution created 

specifically for an enterprise concern, such 
as finance, human resources, manufacturing, 
or enterprise resource planning. In addition, 
many industry-specific applications are now 
available to solve problems that custom 
mainframe solutions used to previously solve.

As a starting point, establish ownership 
for delivery of each of the following 
components and obtain firm delivery 
schedule commitments. There may be more, 
depending on your environment, but these 
are the key areas:

• Primary programming languages (like 
COBOL, CA Gen, and Natural)

• Secondary programming languages (like 
Easytrieve and Assembler)

• Data infrastructure and data stored in files 
and relational databases

• Batch application infrastructure (including 
JCL, Supporting Utilities, and Job 
Scheduler)

• Online application infrastructure (including 
TP System and User Interface Screens)

• Application and system level security (like 
RACF, TopSecret, and ACF2)

• Output, content and report management 
(like CA-View//Deliver, ASG-Mobius, and 
IBM FileNet)

• Development, test, and QA infrastructure
• Production, failover, and disaster recovery 

infrastructure
• Application modernization architecture and 

tooling

Remember, when looking at this output, 
the approach is dependent on the business 
drivers. You have to consider how each 
migration approach will impact the application 
and how you can mitigate the problems you 
need to solve. For example, you may find 
that after conducting an assessment, the 
best choice for the organization facing the 
skills shortage problem is either to rearchitect 
and rebuild or replace. Rearchitecting has 
a moderate cost and risk but will yield 
moderate results. Rebuilding or replacing 
provides the best results, but with higher 
costs and higher risk.



Recognise when the 
Mainframe may still have a 
future?
Why ask this question in a paper about 
mainframe migration? 

As IT races to support business-driven 
modernization, the assumption is that 
legacy systems are out, and new, unproven 
applications are the only way forward. Rip-
and-replace strategies are not only risky, 
they are often unnecessary in order to get 
“there” faster. You will need to learn how 
to extend and increase the value you get 
from your legacy applications, which truly 
are the centre of gravity for your business. 
Business operations, risk management, 
and business growth are key driving forces 
for modernization efforts rather than simply 
seeking cost reductions from getting off a 
mainframe. The focus on business outcomes 
enables IT and the organisation to focus their 
time and investments where the business 
outcomes are greatest and yet prioritize their 
modernisation initiatives.

Even if you decide to migrate from the 
mainframe today, any migration programme 
will take time as you do not want to 
take unnecessary risks with the types of 
applications that run in this environment 
today. Therefore, some organisations are 
looking to a bimodal IT strategy to solve this 
problem and some are even considering it 
as part of their long-term strategy. Under a 
bimodal strategy, the organisation essentially 
runs two IT organizations, one mired in the 
legacy way of working and one pursuing 
the new. While executing a bimodal strategy 
can be done and may help an organization 
manage key systems while adopting new, 
more efficient development techniques, it is 
rather complex and costly. The strategy can 
leave the organisation with two IT camps 
competing for limited resources, yet needing 
to work closely together. This strategy is 
designed for the short term; it’s not a strategy 
you would want to rely on permanently. It’s 
critical to transform the legacy environment, 
instead of adapting your methodologies to 
it, to ensure your organisation can meet the 

requirements of the business and competitive 
demands of the market moving forward. 
However, it means that you still have to 
consider how you exploit the advantages of 
the mainframe during this transformation and 
acknowledge the positive aspects.

Even though the mainframe concept dates 
back to the 1950s, it’s gone though many 
significant changes while continuing to 
support applications that were created 
decades ago. Today, mainframes support 
Linux and Java and many significant initiatives 
including cloud, mobile computing, big 
data and business analytics. There are 
certainly business concerns that should be 
evaluated—and re-evaluated often—as to 
the choice of computing platform for running 
today’s businesses. The choice of using a 
mainframe is not an either-or proposition, 
however. Mainframes and servers can happily 
coexist. There’s a role for the mainframe 
and a role for servers. Again as part of 
your business decisions you will have had 
to ignore the myths about the usability or 
viability of the mainframe and ensure the cost, 
benefit and risk for considering switching 
technologies have been carefully considered.

To help combat some of the drivers to 
migrate, you may also consider how NWT 
could help you with introducing further 
agility into mainframe development. As Agile 
distributed teams spin up digital innovations 
that help their organizations meet the higher 
demands of customers faster, mainframe 
teams must also move with the times, and 
they can with DevOps. Ewe have already 
discussed how speed to market is essential 
to compete and with the introduction of a 
mainframe DevOps approach you can focus 
on improving velocity alongside quality 
and efficiency to enable your business 
applications to morph and change into what’s 
needed to keep customers coming back 
to you, whilst you migrate. Bringing your 
mainframe out of its silo and including it in 
your broader IT ecosystem will help everyone 
work at the same speed. Bringing together 
the right skills, building the right teams, and 
encouraging cultural transformation; the 
benefits of which include knowledge sharing, 
open communication, reduced conflict 
and innovation that speeds up delivery. 



Collaboration is a major step to working in Agile ways; the key to transformation; and a big 
reason why mainframe-inclusive DevOps can work well for businesses.

Another area that you need to consider is the commercial aspects of any migration and even if 
you retain your mainframe for a period of time consider how you can lessen the impact of the 
costs. Consider the move to a flexible `on demand ` based model so you can dial up and dial 
down both service costs and software costs to make it more affordable.

First Steps
Start a Legacy Assessment phase, as part of your Discovery step, as soon as possible and 
during this, apply expert advice to technical solution design, with a primary deliverable being a 
documented solution design that will ensure the right fit for your unique requirements and target 
environment.  Pay extra attention to performance. Will you achieve desired performance levels in 
a virtualized environment? Can it work in the cloud? What is the support ecosystem for the target 
environment? Take it seriously.

Do not minimize the value of strong project management and solution architect support for your 
project. Typically, these projects focus on applications that, for many years, have been core 
to the business. The two biggest drivers of time and cost on mainframe migration projects are 
confirming technical inventory and gathering test and use case data. Make your experts available 
and actively vested in the project.

If you get it right, you’ll be positioned for the future, and these business improvement metrics 
could be yours:

• 40+% IT cost reduction
• 25+% development productivity improvement
• 30+% system performance improvement
• 15+% application quality improvement



Why NWT?
Whether migrating or modernizing the mainframe, the best solution is to work with someone that 
has no stake in that decision, but has the knowledge and experience to be trusted to give the 
right advice and be there to help you through the migration. A team that can work with your own 
people, as they understand because they have been there, and will also have access to the right 
technology providers to help if required. NWT is such a team.

NWT Consulting is a well-established Consultancy company offering a wide range of advisory 
services from sourcing strategy and management of the sourcing programme, technical advisory 
services including data centre and cloud strategy migration and implementation through to 
workplace and network design advisory. 

We have broad experience and a long list of on-going projects with a significant reputation in the 
world of business as we start with the business and not the technology. Providers, Tooling and 
Technology exist today to help with mainframe migration projects but it is about understanding 
that to succeed, you need to adopt the right overall strategy and best practices to implement that 
strategy.

The Risks and Costs of Migrating the Mainframe Platform are high according to a Gartner survey 
using the insurance industry as an example, with only 42% of migration projects in the industry 
meeting the original budget and 82% take longer than expected. You need help and advice from 
people who understand the pitfalls and have the necessary experience to make you successful. 

Let NWT advise you on where you are today, help you get a view on where you want to go and 
then find you the right people to make it happen.

www.newworldtech.io


